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Introduction. The main object of study in this paper is the space of all bound-

ed complex-valued functions defined on a metric space (X,d) which satisfy a

Lipschitz condition with respect to the metric d. With a suitable norm this collec-

tion of functions becomes a Banach algebra. This Banach algebra, which we shall

call a Lipschitz algebra, will be denoted by Lip(Z,d). It is the structure of

Lip(X,d) with which we are primarily concerned here.

Although the notion of Lipschitz continuity is very old and Lipschitz functions

have been studied for many years, interest in the Banach space and Banach

algebra theory of Lipschitz functions has not developed until quite recently.

Very little is known about the Banach space properties of Lip (X, d). The following

papers constitute all the work known to this writer which has been done in this

area. Mirkil [9] and de Leeuw [4] have considered the space of periodic Lipschitz

functions on the real line (or in other words, Lipschitz functions defined on the

circle group). Mirkil was interested in the relation between the Lipschitz condition

and the translation properties of functions, the fact that the functions were

defined on a group being vital, de Leeuw was more directly concerned with the

Banach space structure, his paper involving the study of certain dual spaces,

extreme points, and isometries. In the long paper of Glaeser [6], a short chapter,

somewhat off the main theme of his work, is devoted to the space of n-times

continuously differentiable functions defined on a subset of Em whose nth deri-

vatives satisfy a Lipschitz condition. It is shown as a side result in the paper of

Arens and Eells [1] that Lip(X,d) is always the dual space of some normed

linear space.

The only work known to us which treats Lip(X,d) as a Banach algebra was

done by S. B. Myers [11]. His paper [11] is a summary of results, the proofs

never published because of his untimely death in 1955. His interest in Lipschitz

algebras was connected with the process of differentiation, and this interest we

pursue in Chapter III of the present study. We supply proofs of many of the

unproved statements of Myers, and in some cases extend his results to more

general settings.
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Chapter I, as its title implies, consists of preliminary material. In it we set some

of the notations and establish some of the basic facts concerning Lipschitz functions

needed in the subsequent chapters.

In Chapter II we investigate the structure of the closed ideals in Lipschitz

algebras. We obtain a concrete description of the important class of ideals J(K)

introduced by Silov for regular Banach algebras. The structure of these ideals is

determined by the local behavior of the functions in the algebra, and for Lipschitz

algebras we obtain a "smoothness" condition which characterizes these ideals.

We also relate these ideals to maximal ideals and this leads to the identification

of all the primary ideals in Lip(X,d) when (X,d) is compact. We are unable to

settle the ideal structure of Lipschitz algebras completely. For compact (X, d) we

conjecture that every closed ideal in Lip(X,d) is the intersection of closed primary

ideals. We verify this for the spe:ial class of ideals J(K), but for general ideals

the problem is open. These matters are discussed more precisely and at greater

length in §3, the introductory section to the chapter. In §6, the last section of

Chapter II, we consider the quotient algebras Lip(X, d)/J(x). We identify the

quotient norm as a certain limit and show that for the case X = [0,1] these

quotient algebras are nonseparable.

Chapter III is devoted to the study of point derivations. A point derivation,

which is a generalization of differentiation at a point, is defined to be a linear

functional on an algebra of functions which satisfies the product rule. They were

first studied on Banach algebras by Singer and Wermer [16]. In §7 we look at the

purely algebraic aspects of point derivations, and in §8 the hypothesis of con-

tinuity is added and point derivations on Banach algebras are considered. Using

heavily the ideal theory developed in Chapter II, we present in §9 three char-

acterizations of the structure of point derivations on Lipschitz algebras. As an

application of this, we characterize weak sequential convergence in the Banach

space Lip(X,d) where (X,d) is compact. We conclude the chapter with a restate-

ment of some of the ideal results of Chapter II in terms of point derivations, and

show how the process of differentiation in the form of point derivations is connected

with the structure of primary ideals in a manner analogous to the structure in

the algebra C"(0,1).

The author wishes to express his great appreciation to Professor Karel

de Leeuw for his valuable criticism and assistance in the preparation of this

paper.

I. Preliminaries

1. Some preliminary remarks concerning Lipschitz functions.   Let (X, d) be a

metric space. A complex-valued function/ defined on X is said to be a Lipschitz

function if there exists a constant K such that

\f(x)-f(y)\^Kd(x,y),   x,yeX.
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The smallest such constant K is called the Lipschitz norm of/and will be denoted

by ||/|d. Evidently

For a complex-valued function / defined on X which is bounded on X, the sup

norm || /1 oo of/ is defined by

¡/I« = sup{|/(*)|:x6X}.

The collection of all bounded Lipschitz functions on (X, d) will be denoted by

Lip(X,d). It is well known that Lip(X,d) is a Banach space with the norm || • ||

defined by

(1.) ||/|| = ||/|U + ||/|U   feLip(X,d).

Also, the product of two bounded Lipschitz functions is again a bounded Lipschitz

function ; for if/, g e Lip(X, d), then

(1„ \m^^^m\j^m^m\j^m.

Now forming the supremum in (1.2) over all x,yeX with x # y, we see that

|/ff|<á|/|.|«|< + M«|/|*

From this it is easily seen that the norm || • || given by (1.1) is a Banach algebra

norm; that is,

fl/sMl/l IUII.   /,geLip(X,d).

The Banach algebras Lip(X,d) with this norm will be called Lipschitz algebras.

The norm used on Lip(X,d) will always be that given by (1.1); the notation

¡•I will always refer to | • ||„ + || • ||„.

Throughout this paper the metric space (X,d) will be assumed complete. It

will be convenient and there is no loss of generality in doing so. For suppose (X, d)

were not complete and let (X*,d*) denote its completion. Since an element of

Lip(X,d) is uniformly continuous on (X,d), it extends uniquely and in a norm

preserving way to an element of Lip(X*,d*). Thus as Banach algebras, Lip(Z,d)

and Lip(X*,d*) are isometrically isomorphic.

An important subset of Lip(X,d) consists of all those functions/in Lip(X,d)

which have the property that

\f(x)-f(y)\/d(x,y)->0 as d(x,v)^0.

This is more precisely stated as follows : for each e > 0 there exists a b > 0 such

that
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|/(*)-/G»IM*,jO<«
whenever d(x,y) < o. This set of functions will be denoted by lip(Z,d).

Proposition 1.1.   lip(X,d) is a closed subalgebra of Lip(X,d).

This was established by Mirkil [9] for the case X = [0,2^] and d(x,y)= \x — y\",

0 < a < 1, but his proof is valid in general. It was further shown in [9] that for

the particular space mentioned, lip(Z, d) is the closed linear subspace of Lip(X,d)

generated by the trigonometric polynomials. Also, a general result of Glaeser

[6] implies for this case that the continuously differentiable functions are dense

in Lip(X,d).
Lip(X,d) is a complex Banach algebra. But we note that if/= Uy + iu2 belongs

to Lip(X,d), where u, and u2 are the real and imaginary parts of/respectively,

then Uy and u2 also belong to Lip(X,d). In fact, ||/1| 3: || uk \\,k = 1,2. Thus we

are always able to consider separately the real and imaginary parts of any

function in Lip(X,d). This will technically simplify many of the proofs that

follow. The same situation holds in lip(Xd).

Let/be a real-valued function defined on the metric space (X,d) and let k be a

positive number. The truncation Tyj of f at k is the function on X defined by

r k iff(x) > k,

(1.3) (T,f)(x) = \ f(x)     if-k z^f(x) z%k,      xeX.

L-fe      iff(x)<-k,

Lemma 1.2. For each real-valued function f on (X,d) the truncated function

Tkf defined on (X,d) by (1.3) satisfies

(1.4) | (7i/)(x) - (TJ)(y) | z% \f(x) -f(y) \

for all x,y in X.

The validity of the inequality (1.4) can be seen by comparing the graphs of /

and Tfj. Or a straightforward proof can be given by checking each of the possible

cases for a given x and y.

The next proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2.

Proposition 1.3. Let the real-valued function f defined on (X,d) satisfy the

Lipschitz condition

\f(x)-f(y)\i%Kd(x,y),      x,yeX.

Then the truncation TJof f belongs to Lip(X,d) and

The following useful proposition on the extension of Lipschitz functions is
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probably well known. The only reference known to this writer, however, is the

book by Botts and McShane [2, p. 97] where it appears in slightly different form

as a problem.

Proposition 1.4. Let Y be a nonempty subset of the metric space (X,d).

Let f be a real-valued function defined on Y which is bounded on Y by M and

which satisfies the Lipschitz condition

\f(x)-f(y)\SKd(x,y),       x,yeY,

on Y. Then there exists an extension F of f defined on all of X having the same

bound M and satisfying

\F(x)-F(y)\SKd(x,y),       x,yeX.

Proof.    Define /0 on X by

f0(x) = sup{/O0 - Kd(x,y): yeY},       xeX.

If xe Y then the supremum defining /0 is attained at y = x so that/0 agrees with /

on 7. Thus/0 is an extension off to X. From the triangle inequality we obtain

for any Xy,x2 in X and y in 7 that

f(y)-Kd(y,x2) - Kd(xy,x2)

S   f(y)-Kd(y,Xy)

t¿   f(y)-Kd(y,x2) + Kd(xy,x2).

Hence,

|/o(*i) -fo(x2) I ̂  Kd(xy,x2)

for all Xy,x2 in X. Thus ||/0 \\d S K-

Then F=TMf0, the truncation of/0 at M, is the required extension off.   Q.E.D.

An important class of functions defined on a metric space consists of those

functions defined by the metric d. The next proposition is a collection of facts

about such functions which will be used frequently. The proof is straightforward

and will be omitted.

Proposition 1.5. Let (X,d) be a metric space. The function f defined on X

by
f(x) = d(x,t),       xeX,

where teX is fixed has Lipschitz norm \\f\\,i = 1. // the diameter d' of (X,d)

is finite, thenfe Lip(X,d) and ||/|| ^ 1 4- d'. If d' is infinite, then the function

g defined by truncating f at 1,

(1.5) g(x) = (Tyf)(x) = rnin[d(x,t),ll       xeX,

belongs to Lip(X,d) and \\ g \\ ̂  2. The family of functions defined by (1.5) as t

runs over X separates the points of X.
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Observe that the function geLip(X,d) defined by (1.5) does not belong to

lip(X,d) since

lta-fr^T-1.
x-i   d(x,t)

Although lip(X,d) is always a closed subalgebra of Lip(X,d) that contains the

constant functions, it need not in general contain anything but constant functions.

For example, if X = [0,1] and d(x,y) =\x - y\, then fe lip (X,d) implies that

f'(x) = 0 for all x, so that / is constant.

To be assured of an abundance of nonconstant functions we shall concern

ourselves with the algebras lip(X,dx),0 < a < 1, where d" is the metric on X

defined by d"(x,y) = [d(x,y)]", x, yeX. Although the metrics d and d'are

uniformly equivalent on X, the sets of corresponding Lipschitz functions are,

of course, much different since the structure of Lipschitz algebras depends on the

precise form of the metric and is not invariant under uniform homeomorphisms.

Now iifeUp(X,d), then

I/M-/O0I _   1/00-ZOO I     i->    .
d'(x,y)   - - '     d(x,y) {X'y)

=  ¡fhd'-'^y)

which tends to 0 as d*(x,y)-yQ. Hence,

lip(X,da)=)Lip(X,d).

By Proposition 1.5, Lip(X,d) contains sufficiently many functions to separate the

points of X. Consequently, for each a, 0 < a < 1, the algebra lip(X^*) separates

the points of X. We summarize in a proposition the basic facts which will be

needed later.

Proposition 1.6. For each a, 0<a<l, lip^d") with the norm || • |

= || ' ||oo + || " ||d» IS a Banach algebra with identity which contains sufficiently

many functions to separate the points of X.

An algebra of functions on a set X is called inverse-closed if feA and

|/(x) | Z £ > 0, all x e X, imply that/-1 e A.

Proposition 1.7.   Lip(X,d) and lip(X,d) are inverse closed algebras.

Proof.   If | /(x) | ^ e > 0 for all x e X, then

1 1

\f(x)    f(y)
^^\f(x)-f(y)l      x,yeX.

It follows that if/belongs to Lip(X,d) or lipfX.d01), then so does/ \      Q.E.D.
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2. Some Banach algebra preliminaries. In this section we discuss briefly some

of the basic Banach algebra properties of Lip(X,d) and lip(Z,d"). We mention

only those properties relevant to the work that follows. While some knowledge of

the Gelfand theory of commutative Banach algebras would help in appreciating

what follows, it is not essential for the most part in understanding the main

results and their proofs. The Banach algebra aspects of Lipschitz algebras will be

treated more extensively in another paper. The fundamental facts used here

concerning Banach algebras can be found in either the book of Loomis [7] or

Rickart [12].

The notation S will be used for the space of nonzero multiplicative linear

functionals of a Banach algebra and we shall refer to S as the carrier space of

the algebra. C(£) will denote the space of complex-valued functions on 2 that are

continuous in the Gelfand topology. The norm on C(L) will always be the sup

norm.

The class of Banach algebras with which we are primarily concerned is the

following. The Banach algebra A is called regular (in the sense of Silov) if for

every proper subset K of 2 closed in the Gelfand topology and point </> e £ — K,

there exists an/in A such that /(</>) = 1 and f(K) = 0. See [7; 10; 14] for a dis-

cussion of regular algebras.

Now let A stand for either Lip(X, d) or \ip(X,d"). To each xeX there corre-

sponds the evaluation functional (j)xel, defined by <f>x(f) = f(x), f eA. Since A

separates the points of X by Propositions 1.5 and 1.6, the injection mapping

x -> </>x is one-one. Therefore we may identify X as a subset of 2.

It was shown in §1 that A is a point-separating, inverse-closed algebra of bounded

functions on X. Also, A is obviously self-adjoint (closed under complex conju-

gation). Hence it follows from [7, p. 55] that X is a dense subset of E in the

Gelfand topology, and if (X,d) is compact, that X = Z and the d-topology

coincides with the Gelfand topology. If (X, d) is not compact, then X is a proper

subset of S. But the inherited Gelfand topology of X is still equivalent to the

d-topology since functions of the form (1.5) belong to A; for then spheres

S(x0,s) = {xeX: d(x,x0) < e} which are open in the stronger metric topology

are also open in the Gelfand topology. Thus regardless of whether (X,d) is

compact or not, the relative Gelfand and d-topology of X are the same.

If (X,d) is compact, then it is easy to see by using functions of the form

d(x,K) = inf{d(x,i): teK} that A is a regular Banach algebra. It has been shown

by Lindberg (unpublished) that A is regular for arbitrary metric spaces (X,d).

We collect this and the above results together for easy reference.

Proposition 2.1. Let A denote either Lip(X,d) or lip(X,d") and let E denote

the carrier space of A. Then X is dense in £ in the Gelfand topology, and

the relative Gelfand topology of X coincides with the d-topology of X. Fur-

thermore, A is always regular.
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II. The structure of closed ideals

3. Introduction. In this chapter we are concerned with the ideal structure of

Lip(X,d)andlip(X,d"). We use several results from the general theory of ideals

for regular algebras which we describe in this section. The classes of ideals under

consideration are defined and the results of the chapter are briefly discussed.

Let A be a regular Banach algebra with identity and with norm | • \\A. By

means of the Gelfand representation we can regard the elements of A as functions

on its carrier space 2. The regularity of A guarantees the existence of sufficiently

many functions to separate points and closed subsets of £.

Let / be an ideal in A. By the hull of / we mean the point set {x e Z : f(x) = 0,

all/e/} in S. Since the hull of / is the intersection of all the null sets

{x 6 E: f(x) = 0} for fe I, and since each / is continuous, the hull of an ideal

is a closed subset of Z.

One important class of ideals in A is the following. Let K be a closed subset of

2 and define M(K) = {feA:f= 0 on K). Evidently M(K) is an ideal in A.

Since A is regular, the hull of M(K) is exactly K. Also, M(K) = f}xeKM(x),

where M(x) = {jeA:f(x) = 0} is the maximal ideal in A corresponding to the

point x. M(K) has the property that it is the largest ideal in A having the set K

as hull.

Another class of ideals which is of interest is the following. Let K be a closed

set in S. Define J(K) to be the closure in A of the set {fe A: there exists a

neighborhood U of K such that/= 0 in [/}. Clearly, J(K) is a closed ideal in A

and K is contained in the hull of J(K). The following lemma is a characterization

of the functions in J(K) and will be used several times in this chapter. It was

first given by §ilov in [14].

Lemma 3.1. An element fe A belongs toJ(K) if and only if there is a sequence

{/,} in A satisfying

(a) /„ =/ in a neighborhood Un of K,

(b) ||/n|U"»0 as n-* oo.

Proof. If/e J(K) then since functions vanishing in a neighborhood of K are

dense in J(K), there must exist a sequence {g„} such that g„ = 0 in a neighborhood

U„ of K and ||/— gn \\A ->0. Setting/, =/- g„ we obtain the desired sequence

satisfying (a) and (b). For sufficiency, note that/—/, vanishes in a neighborhood

of K so that (f-fn)eJ(K) for each n; and ||/- (/-/„) \\A - ||/„ |U-»0 puts/

in J(K) since J(K) is closed. Q.E.D.

The importance of the ideals J(K) is shown by the following theorem. For a

proof see [7], [12], or [14].

Theorem 3.2 (Silov). J(K) has K as hull and is the smallest closed ideal

in A having K as hull.
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Thus for any closed ideal I in A with K as hull we have J(K) cz 1 c M(K).

Let us now turn to ideals in Banach algebras of Lipschitz functions. In §4,

we obtain a complete identification of the closed ideals in lip(X,d") where

(X,dx) is compact; they are all of the form M(K) for some closed subset K.

In §5 we investigate the ideal structure in Lip(Z,d). The situation there is

much more complicated than for lip(X, d"). We first consider the ideals J(K).

Theorem 5.1 is a concrete characterization of those functions in Lip(X,d) that

belong to J(K). When (X,d) is compact the carrier space of Lip(X,d) is just X,

the Gelfand topology is the same as the d-topology, and the theorem describes

J(K) for every closed subset K of (X,d). When (X, d) is not compact the carrier

space £ is larger than X and we restrict our attention to subsets K of X. But not

every closed subset K of (X, d) is closed in E in the Gelfand topology. For

example, the set X is closed in (X,d), but since X is dense in £ in the Gelfand

topology by Proposition 2.1, and since X =£ £, the set X cannot be closed in £

in the Gelfand topology. However, since the relative Gelfand topology of X is

equivalent to the d-topology of X by Proposition 2.1, compact subsets of (X,d)

are also compact, hence closed, in £ in the Gelfand topology. Thus we are in-

terested in J(K) for compact subsets K of (X,d). Theorem 5.1 is stated for this

case.

We make one more observation about the ideals J(K) when (X, d) is not compact

and where K is compact in (X, d). J(K) has been defined as the closure of the set

of functions vanishing in neighborhoods of K where the term "neighborhood"

was understood to refer to the Gelfand topology. Because of the equivalence of

the relative Gelfand topology and the d-topology of X, we can take J(K) to be

the closure in Lip(X, d) of the set of functions vanishing in d-neighborhoods of K.

For an ideal I the notation I2 signifies the collection of all finite linear combi-

nations Z a¡f¡g¡ where/¡ and g¡ belong to / and the a¿ are complex numbers.

I2 is again an ideal as is its closure I2. Theorem 5.2 states that for a compact sub-

set K of (X, d) the ideals J(K) and M(K)2 in Lip(X, d) are equal. As we shall see

in §9, this result applied to the case K = {x} relates J(x) to point derivations on

Lip(X,d). The results in §9 are based almost entirely on this relation and the

description of J(x) given by Theorem 5.1.

An ideal 7 in a Banach algebra is called primary if it is contained in exactly

one maximal ideal. Equivalently, I is primary if the hull off consists of precisely

one point. If the hull of the primary ideal I is {x} we say that I is a primary

ideal at x. For regular algebras, a closed ideal 1 is primary at x if and only if 1

lies between J(x) and M(x); that is, J(x) <zzl cM(x). J(x) is the smallest and

M(x) the largest closed primary ideal at x in regular algebras.

The closed primary ideals in Lip(Z,d) atxei are identified in Theorem 5.4;

they are just the closed linear subspaces between J(x) and M(x). This identifi-

cation follows from Theorem 5.2 and the fact that Lip(X,d) is regular.
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If / is a closed ideal with hull K in a regular algebra A, then for each xeK the

primary component of I at x is the smallest closed primary ideal at x which

contains L This will be denoted by P(I,x).

Let

/* = n pv>*)-
xeK

Clearly, I* is a closed ideal with hull K and / c I*. If it is the case that 1 = 1* for

every closed ideal / in A we say that A has the ideal intersection property

[10, p. 29]. That is, A is said to have the ideal intersection property if every closed

ideal is equal to the intersection of the closed primary ideals containing it.

The two most striking examples of Banach algebras which possess the ideal

intersection property are the following [7, p. 182]: the algebra of n-times con-

tinuously differentiable functions on a domain in m-dimensional Euclidean space

and the algebra of bounded Baire measures under convolution on the real line

having compact support. The first was proved by Whitney [17] and the second by

Schwartz [13]. In both cases the primary ideals are connected with differentiation

and the role of differentiation is vital in establishing the ideal intersection property.

We conjecture that for compact (X,d) the algebra Lip(X,d) possesses the

ideal intersection property. For the ideals / = J(K) we are able to verify that

/ = I*. But for general ideals the problem is open. A proof of the conjecture

would be of interest, especially in view of the close relation between primary

ideals and the theory of point derivations on Lip(X,d) given in §9. We shall

return to the conjecture at that time and restate it in terms of point derivations.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the quotient algebras Qx

= Lip(X,d)/J(x) for compact (X,d). In Theorem 6.1 we describe the quotient

norm in Qx in terms of a certain lim sup. In Theorem 6.2 we show that for the

case X = [0,1] and d(x,y) = | x — y |a, 0 < a < 1, the quotients Qx are non-

separable (with respect to the natural quotient norm). We shall discuss these

matters in §6 and postpone further discussion until then.

4. Ideals in lip(X,d''). This section is devoted to proving that every closed

ideal in lip(X,dx), where (X,d) is compact, is of the form M(K) for some closed

subset K of (X, d). Equivalently, every closed ideal in lip(X, d") is the intersection

of the maximal ideals containing it.

It is interesting to note that although lip^d") is like C(X) as far as ideal

structure goes (i.e., every closed ideal is an M(K)), this is definitely not so with

respect to subalgebras. For the case X = [0,1] and d(x,y) = | x — y |, Y.

Katznelson (unpublished) has constructed a counter-example to the Stone-

WeierstrassTheorem. That is, there exists a point-separating self-adjoint subalgebra

of \ip(X,dx) which is not dense in lip^d").

We now proceed with the proof of the result on ideals in lip(Z, d") stated

above. First we have a lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let (X,d) be a metric space (not necessarily compact). For

each fe\ip(X,d) with nonvoid null set K = {xeX:f(x) = 0} there exists a

sequence {/„} in lip(X,d) satisfying

(i)   /„ =/ in a neighborhood of K,

(ii)   ||/„ j| ->0 as n^ oo.

Proof. We first assume that/is real-valued. Let/n denote the truncation off

at  1/n.  Since

(4.1) \f„(x) -fn(y) | Ú \f(x) -f(y) |,       x,yeX,

by Lemma 1.2, it follows that/„ e lip(X, d) for each«. Let U„ = {x: | f(x) \ < 1/n}.

Then U„ is an open set containing K and/„ =/in U„. Hence (i) is satisfied.

It is clear that ||/„ fl«,-^ as «-» co. It remains to show that ¡/„^-»O

as n -> oo to establish (ii). Let £ > 0 be given. Since/e lip(X, d) there is a ô > 0 so

that

\f(x)-f(y)\ld(x,y)<el2

whenever d(x, y) < <5. Fixing <5 we have

ll/.i S sup (^"j^ff1^ ■■'.yeX.x*y,d(x,,)<i\

(4'2> ♦ •*p^pU,.* *.«**}.

It follows from (4.1) and the choice of ö that the first term on the right-hand

side of (4.2) is at most e/2. Also, the second term on the right-hand side of (4.2) is

at most 2||/„ ¡„/á ^ 2/ná. Thus for each n

\\f„\\désl2+2lnô.

Choosing N > 4¡so, we have

|/„ |,S e/2 + e/2 = e

for all n^N. Hence, ||/„ ¡¿-»-O as n -* oo. This establishes the lemma for real-

valued /. The extension to complex-valued / is clear. Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.2. // I is a closed ideal of lip(X,d") with hull KczX, then

I = M(K).

Proof. Since lip(X, d") is a regular algebra, J(K) is the smallest and M(K)

the largest closed ideal having hull K. But from Lemmas 4.1 and 3.1 we have

M(K)cJ(K), so that J(K) = M(K). The theorem follows. Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.3. // (X,d) is compact, then every closed ideal in lipCX'jd01)

is of the form M(K)for some closed subset K of(X,d).
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Note that Theorem 4.2 is valid for lip(X,d) whenever (X, d) is a metric space

such that lip(X, d) is a regular algebra. The sole purpose of introducing

(X,d") was to insure this condition obtained.

5. Ideals in Lip^, d).

Theorem 5.1.   Let Kbea compact subset of the metric space (X, d). A function

fehip(X,d) belongs to J(K) if and only if it satisfies

(i)   f(x) = 0,allxeK,

(ii)   \f(x)-f(y)\ld(x,y)^Oas(x,y)-+KxK.

Lemma. The set of feLip(X,d) satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1 is a

closed subset of Lip(X,d).

Proof. Let W= {(x,y): x,yeX,x # y}, the product space X x X with the

diagonal removed. For each/eLip(X,d) define/* on If by

f*(x,y) = \f(x) -f(y) | ¡d(x,y),       (x,y) e W.

The mapping/-»/* takes Lip(X,d) into C(W), the space of bounded continuous

functions on W. Let |] • \\w denote the sup norm on W. Then

||/* ¡w=\\f Mfl/|U + |/|<= ¡/I,      /eLip(X.d).
Thus the mapping/->/* is norm decreasing, hence continuous.

Condition (ii) can now be stated:/*(x,y)->0 as (x,y)-+K x K. The set of

functions heC(W) such that /i(x,y)->0 as (x,y)->K x K is closed in C(W).

Therefore, since/-»/* is continuous, the set of/eLip(X,d) satisfying(i) and (ii)

must be closed in  Lip(X,d), Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. If/ vanishes in a neighborhood of K, then / satisfies

(i) and (ii) trivially. Since the set of functions satisfying (i) and (ii) is closed by

the above lemma we see that a\\feJ(K) satisfy the conditions. Thus we have

inclusion in one direction.

Now let/eLip(X,d) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). We must show/e J(K).

It suffices to prove feJ(K) for f—0. We do this by constructing a sequence

{/„} in Lip(X,d) such that (a)/„=/in a neighborhood of K for each n, and (b)

||/B || -»0 as n-> oo. This shows feJ(K) by Lemma 3.1.

Let S„ = {x:d(x,K)<l/n} and £„ = {x:/(x) < l/«3}. Then Tn = EnnSn

is an open neighborhood of K in which 0g/(x)< 1/n3. We define/, in two

stages. We first define/, on Vn = T„ \JS¡,_X, where S'n-X denotes the complement

of S„_! in X, by

( 0       if  X6S;_!,

UX) =
l/(x)   if  xeTn.

For x,yeV„ we have
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\fn(x)-fn(y)

d(x,y)

0 if x,yeS'm-u

=   -     d(x,y)

f(x)/d(x,y) if xeT„, yeS;_ls

J(y)ld{x,y) if yer„, xeS;.,.

If xeT^^eS;.!, then

d(x,y) ^
1 l 1

« — 1       n      n(n — 1)

and /(x) < 1 / n3. Therefore if x e T„ and >> e S¿_ t we have

\fnix) -fn(y)\ld(x,y) < n(n- l)/n3 £ 1/n.

The same inequality holds for y e Tn and x e S¿_ y. Thus the Lipschitz bound for

L on ^ is

sup f^-y '= x, , e V„ U sup [%M: x, , e T„ ) 4-1.
d(x,j>)

Also

d(x,>0

sup{|/„(x)|:xeF„}^l/n3

We now extend /„ to all of X preserving the Lipschitz bound and without

increasing the supremum. This is possible by Proposition 1.4. Then we have a

sequence {/„} such that/„ =/in TH and with the norm bounds

and

|/JLál/n3.

Now let e > 0 be given. Since / satisfies (ii) there exists a neighborhood U of K

such that

\f(x)-f(y)\ld(x,y)<s fc

for all x,y in U. Choose N so that we have both 1 /N < e and TN c U, this being

possible since K is compact. Then for all n ^ N

I/, i = i/.i. + i/.i,

n r  I       d(x,y) J       n

< 3e.

Hence  || /„ || -» 0 as  n -* oo. Q.E.D.
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The following theorem will be the key in the identification of primary ideals in

Lip(X,d) given in Theorem 5.3. It will also be of importance in §9 where together

with Theorem 5.1 it will lead to a description of the point derivations on Lip(X, d).

Although these applications are for the case K = {x}, we state it for any compact

set K; the proof is no different.

Theorem 5.2. For each compact subset K of (X,d), J(K) = M(K)2 in

Lip(X,d).

Proof. Let geM(K) and set/= g2; we assume g real-valued. Let/, denote

the truncation of/at 1/n, and let g„ be the truncation of | g | at 1/^/n. Then

f„ = g2, and for any x,y e X, x ± y, we have by Lemma 1.2 that

|/B(x)-/„(y)|   = |g„(x)2-g„(y)2l

d(x,y) d(x,y)

s 2||slUs.lU.
Hence,

lim|/)||Ja2|g|ä(lmi|g„||oc, = 0.

It is obvious that the sup norms |/„ \a) -* 0 as n -* oo. Thus ||/„ | -* 0 as n -» oo

and/, =/in a neighborhood of K. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that /= g2eJ(K).

Evidently finite linear combinations of squares of functions in M(K) are in J(K)

so that for real-valued functions fx and/2 in M(K)

/l/2=-|[(/l+/2)2-(/l-/2)2]

is again in J(K). Finally iffx and/2 in M(K) are complex-valued we can consider

the real and imaginary parts of the product separately to show that fxf2 eJ(K).

Hence we have M(K)2 c J(K). Since J(K) is closed, MW)2 <= J(K).

To show the reverse inclusion let/e Lip (X, d) vanish in a neighborhood V of K.

Since K is compact, there exists a function g eLip(X, d) satisfying g = 0 on K and

g = 1 on X — U. (We may either use Proposition 1.4 on the extension of Lip-

schitz functions or construct g using the metric d.) Then g2 e M(K)2 and g2 = 1

on X - U. Since M(K)2 is an ideal, f = fg2 belongs to M(K)2. It follows that

J(K) c M(K)2. Q.E.D.

Recall that a closed ideal / is primary at x if J(x) c I c M(x). The next theorem

identifies the closed primary ideals of Lip (X, d) at x e X.

Theorem 5.3. The closed primary ideals of Lip (X, d) at xeX are precisely

the closed linear subspaces o/Lip(X, d) between J(x) and M(x).
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Proof. Let xeX. Suppose / is a closed linear subspace lying between J(x) and

M(x). Let gel, fehip(X,d). Then g(f - f(x)) belongs to M(x)2, hence by

Theorem 5.2 to J(x). Since J(x) c I, (gf — f (x)g) e 1. Since / is a subspace and

gel we see that gfel. Hence / is an ideal. The hull of 1 is {x} since / zo J(x).

Thus / is a closed primary ideal at x. The converse statement follows from the

fact that Lip (X, d) is regular and the definition of primary ideal. Q.E.D.

Now let / be any closed proper ideal in Lip (X, d). Let K denote the hull of L

The primary components P(l,x) of 1 for xeK were discussed in §3. We now

state formally the conjecture mentioned there.

Conjecture. If / is a closed ideal in Lip(X, d) where (X, d) is compact and /

has hull K, then

/= f]P(l,x).
xe K

We can verify the conjecture for the special case / = J(K). Evidently the primary

component of J(K) at x e K is just J(x).

Proposition 5.4. If K is a closed subset of the compact space (X, d), then

J(K)= f]j(x).

Proof. Since J(K) cpjIeK/(x) trivially, it remains to show the reverse in-

clusion. Suppose/^ J(K). Then there exists an £ > 0 and a sequence {(x„, y„)}

such that (x„, yn) -» K x K as n -» oo, and

(5.1) \f(xn)-f(yn)\ld(xn,yn)^e

for all n. It follows from the compactness of (X, d) that there exists a subsequence

{(x„k, y„k)} such that (x„k, yni) -* (x, y) where x and y belong to K. We must have

x = y; otherwise d(x„k, y„k) -* d(x, y) + 0, which implies that

\f(xRk)-f(ynk)\ ^ |/(x)-/QQl = 0
d(x„k, y„k) d(x, y)

since/ = 0 on K. But this contradicts (5.1). Hence we have found an x e K such

that/^J(x), so that/Éfl,.* J(x). Q.E.D.
We shall discuss the conjecture and its relation to the theory of point deri-

vations in §9.

6. The quotient algebras Qx = A/J(x). For any regular algebra A the quotient

algebras Qx = A/J(x) are of interest. The structure of Qx is determined completely

by the behavior of the elements of A in a neighborhood of x. The algebra Qx

is thus called the local algebra at x. We shall use the notation/ 4- J(x) to signify

the element in Qx = A/J(x) corresponding to feA. The norm in the Banach

algebra Qx is given by
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(6.1) ||/ + J(x)||=inf{||/-g||:geJ(x)},   fe A.

Because of the notation for elements in Qx no confusion can arise from using

|| • || to denote both the norm in A and in Qx.

Silov introduced the norm at the point x [14, p. 25] which is denoted by || • ||x

and defined by

(6.2) ||/||x =inf{||g|| :geA, g =/in a neighborhood ofx},        feA.

It is not difficult to see that

I/ + J0OI-l/l.
for all/e A, since functions which vanish in a neighborhood of x are dense in

J(x). The norm at the point x is not actually a norm on A, but if we define || • || c

on A by

||/lc = sup{||/||x:x€E(4)},      feA,

this is a norm on A. Silov calls A an algebra of type C if || • || c is equivalent to

the original norm on A. If the two norms are not equivalent, then we may form

the completion of A with respect to || • || c. The resulting algebra is called the

C-completion oí A. For a discussion of these notions in general, see [10; 14].

We now discuss the structure of the local algebras Qx for the case A = Lip(X, d)

where (X, d) is compact. We first give a direct description of the norm in Qx in

terms of the functions themselves. For notational convenience, set

F(f, x) =   lim sup |/(s) - /(«) | ¡d(s, t)
(s,()->(*.*)

for each/e Lip (X, d) and x e X. It was expected that \f\x and |/(x) | + F (/ x)

would be equivalent. What is of interest is that they are identical.

Theorem 6.1. For eachfeLip(X,d) and xeX,

II / II* H/(*) I+*"(/,*)•
Proof. If g 6 Lip (X, d) is such that g = /in a neighborhood of x, then

|gfl^|g(x)| +E(g,x)=|/(x)| +£(/x).

Hence, by definition of || • \\x,

\\f\\x^\f(x)\+F(f,x).

There remains the reverse inequality. The following construction is essentially

the same as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, so we shall just give a sketch here and

refer to that proof for details.

Let Sn = {f : d(t, x) < 1/n}, £„ = {i : |/(x) -f(t)\ < 1/n3} and Tn = S„n E„

Define gn on Vn = Tn U (X - Sn_x) by
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¡f(x)  ifteX-Sn_y,

Let

gn(t)=  ,

1/(0    ifi6T„.

«—»{J^iâl:*..r..^

Then as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, g„ has a Lipschitz bound of K„ + 1/n on

V„ and | g„(f) — f(x) \ < 1/n3 for t e V„. Extending g„ to all of X while preserving

these bounds (Proposition 1.4), we obtain a sequence {g„} such that g„ = f in

T„and

\\gn\\d^Kn'l+lln,

|í.-/W|.ái/»'.

It is clear that

II / M 'im IU„ || -
/!->00

(In fact, it is not difficult to check that {gn} is actually a minimizing sequence for

||/||*;i- e., U/11* = lim I g„ ||.)Obviously, lim,,..«, || gn \\m = |/(x) |. Also

lim || gn ||d Ú  Hm (Kn + 1/n) = lim K„,
n-»oo 0-+QO n-*oo

the limit existing because {K„} is a decreasing sequence bounded from below.

Call this limit K. We must show that K ;£ F(f, x) to finish the proof. To do this,

we must show that given any s > 0 and neighborhood U of x, there exist s, t in U

such that

|/(s)-/(0|/d(s,t)^X-£.

We first choose N so that for all n > N we have Kn > K — s/2. Now by definition

of K„ we can choose points s„, t„ in T„ such that

|/(0-/(0|/á(s„,í„)^Xn-£/2.

Choosing n > N large enough to guarantee T„ c [/, we see that there exist

s = s„, t = t„ in U such that

|/(s)-/(i)|/d(s,i)èX„-£/2^K-£.

This shows that

||/||x z% lim (| gn I „ 4- || £„ ||d) g |/(x) | 4- P(f,x)
n->co

and the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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For/elip(Z, d"), 0 < a < l,we have

lim     |/(s)-/(i)|/d(s,0 = 0,
(s,t)-(x,x)

so that from Theorem 6.1 the norm at the point x is simply ||/||x = |/(x)|.

Hence ||/||c = ||/||oo for all/elip(X, da). This is obviously not equivalent to

the norm in lip (X, da) so that lip (X, da) is not of type C. Since lip (X, da) sepa-

rates the points of X and is closed under complex conjugation, it follows from

the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the C-completion of lip (X, d") is C(X).

The type C structure for Lip (X, d) seems much more involved and compli-

cated. Obtaining a satisfactory description of the C-completion of Lip(X, d)

appears to be quite difficult.

The algebraic structure of Qx is not very interesting. From Proposition 5.2 we

have J(K) = M(K)2. Thus the quotient M(K)¡J(K) is algebraically trivial; that is,

all products are zero. The quotients Qx, though not algebraically trivial, are not

much more interesting. Products depend only on the linear structure of Qx and

the value of the functions at the point x.

For the remainder of this section we restrict our attention to X = [0,1] with

the metric d(x, y) = | x — y |a, 0 < a < 1. The Lipschitz algebra for this metric

space will be denoted by Lip a. We prove by a construction that the quotient

algebras Qx = Lip ajj(x) are nonseparable. The construction can be modified so

as to hold in more general metric spaces, but for the sake of clarity and to keep

calculational complications to a minimum we consider only Lipschitz functions

on [0,1]. The Lipschitz norm in Lip a will be denoted by || • ||a.

Theorem 6.2. Qx = Lipa/J(x) is nonseparable.

Proof. The proof is for x = 0; the case x + 0 is similar.

Let P denote the set of all sequences p = {px, p2, •••, p„, •••} where each term

p„ of p is either 0 or 1 and where p„ = 1 for infinitely many n. The set P is well

known to be uncountable. For each peP we define the function Fp by setting

Fp(0) = 0, Ep(l/2n) = p„/2"a, n = 1, 2, •••, and extending Fp linearly in the inter-

vals (1/2"+1, 1/2"). A short computation shows that || Fp ||„ = 1 so that the un-

countable collection of functions P* = {Fp : peP} belongs to Lip a.

We now show that P* is a discrete subset of Lip a. For let p,qeP with p # q.

Then for some n, p„ i= q„, say p„ = 1 and q„ = 0. Then

|| Fp - Fq I = | F,(l/2") - E,(l/2") | /(1/2")« = 1.

Hence, P* is discrete.

Since Fp(0) = 0, all peP, we have P* c M(0). Furthermore P* C\ J(0) = 0;

to see this let p e P be given. Now p = {p„} has infinitely many terms which have

value 1. Let {pni, p„2, •■■, p„k, •••} be the collection of those p„ which are 1. Define

the sequence {xk} by setting xk = l/2"\ Then xk -* 0 as k -> oo, and Fp(xk) = x'k

for all k. Hence
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limsupi^>l
x-*0 x

sothatPp^J(O).

We now form the quotient space Q0. Unfortunately, the discrete set P# does not

remain discrete when projected into Q0. To rectify this we call p and q in P equi-

valent if p„ = q„ except for finitely many n. Let P0 denote the set of equivalence

classes of P. Then P0 is still uncountable and we now assert that Pq remains

discrete when projected into Q0. For suppose p and q are in P0 and p ^ q. Then

p„ # q„ for infinitely many n. Now

|| Fp -Fq + J(0)\\ = inf{ || Fp - Fq +f\\ :feLipa,feJ(0)}.

The infimum can be taken over all / which vanish in a neighborhood of 0 since

these functions are dense in J(0). But for any such/we can choose N so large that

/(l/2n) = 0 for all n Ï: N. By construction of Fp and Fq there exists n0^ N so that

Fp(l/2no)^F,(l/2"°).Then,

„ ..       |PD(l/2"0)-Fa(l/2no)|

Up       i    J II« = (1/2"°)« =

Thus the infimum taken over all/that vanish in a neighborhood of 0 will remain

greater than or equal to 1. Hence, the set P* = {Fp:peP0} is an uncountable

set whose image in Q0 is discrete. Therefore Q0 is nonseparable. Q.E.D.

III. Point derivations

7. Some algebraic properties of point derivations. The notion of point derivation

is a generalization of the process of evaluating the derivative of a function at a

point. Since the product rule requires products of functions and evaluation of

functions at a point to be defined, the most general setting for the notion of point

derivation is an algebra of functions defined on a set. Of course, the algebraic

operations will be the usual pointwise addition and multiplication of functions.

Throughout this section A will denote an algebra of complex-valued functions

defined on a set X. To avoid uninteresting complications we assume that A con-

tains sufficiently many functions to separate the points of X and that A contains

the constant functions. A linear functional D on A is called a point derivation

at x if

Dfg = f(x)Dg + g(x)Df, fgeA.

In this initial section we consider the purely algebraic properties of point deri-

vations adding topological considerations in the next section.

For each xeX let 3)x denote the set of all point derivations on A at the point x.

That T>x is a linear space is easily seen.

The first lemma is a much used formula which is easily proved by induction.
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Lemma 7.1. If DeX)xandfeA, thenDf" = nf(x)"~1Df.

Since Dl = Di2 = 2 Dl, we have Dl = 0. Thus an immediate consequence of

Lemma 7.1 is that derivations annihilate the constant functions.

The next lemma is somewhat more complicated, but it is a straightforward

calculation using only the product rule and Lemma 7.1.

Lemma 7.2. Let P be a polynomial in n variables and let Pk, k = 1,2, •••, n,

denote the partial derivatives of P with respect to the kth variable. Then for

DeT)xandfy,-,fninA,

DP(fx, -,/„) = Î Pk(fx(x), -,f„(x))Dfk.
k = l

Lemma 7.3. Suppose feA satisfies f2 =/. Then Df = 0 for every point

derivation D on A.

Proof. Let xeX and DeT>x. By Lemma 7.1 we have

(7.1) Df=Df2 = 2f(x)Df.

Since/ = /2 =/4, we also have

(7.2) Df=Df =4/(x)3U/.

But/3 = /2 •/ = /•/ = /2 = /. Therefore, equation (7.2) can be written

(7.3) Df=4f(x)Df.

Thus, from equations (7.1) and (7.3) we obtain 2Df = Df, so that Df = 0. Q.E.D.

Proposition 7.4. If feA satisfies a polynomial identity P(f) = 0 where P is

a polynomial in one variable, thenDf = Ofor all point derivations D on A.

Proof. If P(f) = 0, then the range of / is a finite set {XX,---,X„}. That is,

/ = Sr = i ^¡Xe¡> where the sets E¿c:X are disjoint and {Jni = y E¡ = X (xE denotes

the characteristic function of the set E). Now given the points Xy, —,kH in the

complex plane, there exist polynomials Qy,--,Q„ such that Q¿XJ) — ou, i,j

= 1,2, --^n. Then Q¡(/)e .4 and 0¡(/) = ¿£. for each ¿. Thus p^.e^,* = 1,2, •••, n.

Since xl, — Xe, » fr°m Lemma 7.3 we have £>Xe, = 0. Hence

Df = £ X¡DxE¡ = 0. Q.E.D.
71=1

The next propositions use the fact that A separates the points of X.

Proposition 7.5. // D is a point derivation on A and D^0, then there is a

unique xeX such that DeX>x.
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Proof. Assume DeT)x nî), and x # y. Since D is not the zero functional,

there exists fe A with Df ^ 0. We may assume that f(x) = 0, for otherwise/is

replaced by/ -f(x). Since D eî, O $„

D/2 = 2/(x)D/=2/(y)D/

Since/(x) = 0 and D/ ^ 0, we have/(y) = 0.

We now choose geA such that g(x) = 0,g(y) j= 0, which is possible since A

\ eparates the points of X. Then the relation g(x)Dg = g(y)Dg implies that Dg = 0.

But then DeDx yields

Dfg = f(x)Dg + g(x)Df =0-Dg+0-Df=0,

while DeT>y implies

Dfg =f(y)Dg + g(y)Df = 0 + g(y)Dj * 0,

a contradiction. Q.E.D.

Lemma 7.6. Let DeT>x,D^0. Then given any finite number of points xx,---,x„

in X, it is possible to choose feA so that Df = 1 and f(xx) = ••• =/(xn) = 0.

The proof of this lemma is a straightforward induction. It is used in proving

the following.

Proposition 7.7. Let DxeX)x and D2eX>y be nonzero point derivations on A

with x t¿ y. Then a linear combination aDx + bD2 of Dx and D2 is a point

derivation on A if and only if a = 0 or b = 0.

Proof. Sufficiency is clear. For necessity we assume b ^ 0 and prove a = 0.

We may assume b = 1. Set D = aDx + D2 and assume a # 0. For all/, g in A

we have

(7.4) Dfg = af(x)Dxg + ag(x)Dxf + f(y)D2g + g(y)D2f.

D cannot be the zero derivation; for if D = 0, we choose fe A with Dxf = 1 and

f(x) =f(y) = 0 so that g(x) = g(y) for all geA, which contradicts the point-

separating property of A.

By hypothesis, D is a point derivation on A. Since D # 0 there is by Proposition

7.5 a unique ueX such that De£)u. Then

(7.5) Dfg=f(u)Dg + g(u)Df.

We now choose feA such that Df = 1 and f(u) =f(x) =/(y) = 0, which is

possible by Lemma 7.6. Then equating (7.4) and (7.5) we have

(7.6) g(u) = ag(x)DJ + g(y)D2f,        geA.

If either Dxf = 0 or D2f = 0, we obtain a contradiction to the fact that A sepa-
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rates the points of X. If both Dxf and D2f are nonzero, we can choose geA so

that g(x) = 1, g(u) = g(y) = 0. Then (7.6) becomes 0 = aDxf so that a = 0.

Thus a ,¿ 0 is impossible and the proof is complete. Q.E.D.

Proposition 7.5 and a weak form of Proposition 7.7 were first stated by S. B.

Myers in [11] for regular Banach algebras A.

8. Point derivations on Banach algebras. In this section A will denote a semi-

simple commutative Banach algebra with identity. The carrier space of A will be

denoted by X and we shall regard the elements of A (via the Gelfand represen-

tation) as functions on X. Together with the usual algebraic properties we now

require point derivations to be continuous. The space X), of point derivations

on A at x is thus a subspace of the dual space A* of A.

It should be noted that many of the results of this section are valid in more

general topological algebras, but since our main interest is in Lipschitz algebras

we consider only the case of Banach algebras.

A subset B of a Banach algebra A is said to generate A if the smallest closed

subalgebra of A containing B and the identity 1 of A is all of A. Equivalently,

B generates A if the set of all polynomials (with constant term) in the elements

of B are dense in A. The elements of B are called generators of A. The next

proposition follows from Lemma 7.2 and continuity.

Proposition 8.1. // A is generated by the set B and if a point derivation D

vanishes on B, then D vanishes on all of A.

Proposition 8.2. For each xeX,T>x is a linear subspace of A* closed in the

weak* topology.

Proof. To see that the subspace Dx of A* is closed in the weak* topology, let D

be a point of closure of Dx and let {Dv} be a net from T)x converging to D. Then

for any/and gin A,

Dfg = lim DJg = lim [f(x)D,g + g(x)Dvß =f(x)Dg + g(x)Df.

Thus DeD,. Q.E.D.

Proposition 8.3. // A has n generators, then for each xeX the dimension

of T>x is at most n.

Proof. Let fy, •••,/„ generate A. Suppose there exist n 4- 1 point derivations

Dy,--,D„+1 at x. Set Dtfk = aik. For any polynomial P in n variables we have

from Lemma 7.2

Wi, ->/n) = 2 a,tP¿fi(x), -,/n(x)),
*=1

where Pk denotes the first partial derivative of P with respect to the fcth variable.
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To show that Dx, ■■■,Dn+x are linearly dependent we must find constants

ci, ••■, cn+i, not all zero, such that

S ctDtP(fx, •••,/„) = 0,
i = l

that is,

£f\(fi(x),-,/„(x))Z ¿^ = 0,
* = 1 i=l

for all polynomials P. But this amounts to solving the system of equations

n + l

2Zc¡ailt = 0, fc= 1,2, ••-,«,
i = 1

for the c¡. Since there are more unknowns than equations, this is trivial.   Q.E.D.

The next proposition is due to Singer and Wermer [16].

Proposition 8.4. De A* isa point derivation at x if and only if D vanishes on

M(x)2 and the identity 1. Dx is nontrivial if and only if M(x) # M(x)2.

The last proposition states that T)x is the orthogonal complement of the sub-

space M(x)2 © C of A ; in symbols,

(MW © Or = s>,.

Thus by a familiar Banach space theorem  [5, p. 72], the spaces T)x and

[A¡(M(x)2 © C)]* are isometrically isomorphic.

We now look at a few examples of Banach algebras and their point derivations.

(a) For C(X), X a compact Hausdorff space, Singer and Wermer [16] showed

that M(x) = M(x)2 for every xeX. Thus there are no (not even unbounded)

nonzero point derivations on C(X).

(b) C"(0,1) has one generator [12, p. 300]; therefore by Proposition 8.3 the

dimension of î)x, 0 = x = 1, is at most 1. For each constant k and each point x,

the mapping /-* kf'(x),fe C"(0,1), is a nontrivial point derivation at x. Thus

T>x is 1-dimensional at each x and the only point derivations are the natural ones.

(c) Let .4(A) denote the Banach algebra of functions which are analytic on the

unit disc A = {z : | z | < 1} and continuous on the closure. Then £ = Ä and

A(A) has one generator so that the dimension of î)2, z e A, is at most 1. For each

ze A we can exhibit the nontrivial point derivation/-)- kf'(z), feA(A), where k

is a constant. Thus Dz is 1-dimensional for each zeA. For z on the boundary of

A, we have the following.

Lemma.  If\ z\ = 1, then Dz = {0}.

Proof. If | z | = 1, M(z) is the closure of the principal ideal generated by the
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function g e.4(A) defined by g(() = z — Ç, ÇeÂ. See [3, p. 178]. That is, every

feM(z) is the limit of a sequence {gfn}, f„eA(A). Since | z \ = 1, the function

y/g is also in ^(A). Thus

/ = lim gfn = lim ( Jg) (yjgf„)

where both ^Jg and y]gf„ are in M(z). Hence, fe M(z)2 so that M(z)2 = M(z).

Hence, X\ = {0}. Q.E.D.

(d) For lip (X, d"), where (X, d) is compact and 0 < a. < 1, it has been shown

in §4 that every closed ideal is the intersection of the maximal ideals containing it.

In particular, M(x)2 = M(x) for every xeX. Hence, there are no nontrivial

point derivations of lip (X, d").

(e) For A = Lip a (i.e., X = [0, 1] with d(x, y) = | x — y \"), it has been

shown in §6 that A¡J(x) is nonseparable. Manifestly, A¡(J(x) ® C) is also non-

separable. By Theorem 5.2, J(x) = M(x)2. Hence, X)* = [A¡(J(x) © C)]* is a

nonseparable subspace of A*. This shows that point derivations occur in great

abundance on Lipschitz algebras. The structure of X)x for Lip (X, d) will be

studied in the next section.

Proposition 8.5. Suppose xeX is an isolated point. Then Dx = {0}.

Proof. Let E = X — {x}. Since x is an isolated point, the characteristic function

Xe belongs to A [15].For any/e M(x) we then have f = f Xe belonging to M(x)2.

Hence, M(x) = M(x)2 so that there are no (not even unbounded) nontrivial

point derivations on A at x. Q.E.D.

The next two propositions were stated by Myers in [11]. We supply proofs

here. It seems likely that the regularity hypothesis in Proposition 8.6 can be

removed, but it remains an open question.

Proposition 8.6. If A is a regular algebra and if feA vanishes in an open

set U <= X, then Df = 0/or all DeT)x, all xeU.

Proof. Since A is regular there exists g e A such that g = 0 on X — U and

g(x) = 1. Then /g s 0. Hence,

0 = Dfg = f(x)Dg + g(x)Df = Df. Q.E.D.

Proposition 8.7. X> = {Jxtx^x is closed in the weak* topology of A*.

Proof. Let D be a point of weak* closure for X>. Then there is a net {Da} in X)

such that Dx -> D in the weak* topology. Each Da is a point derivation at some

xx e X. {xa} is then a net in X and since X is compact there exists a cluster point

x0 for {xa}. Choose a subnet {x^} such that x^ -* x0 in X. Since each feA is

continuous on X,f(xß) -*f(x0). The subnet {Dß} of {Da} still converges to D in

the weak* topology. Hence given/, geA
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Dfg = \imDß(fg) = lim [/"(x^g + g(xß)Dßß

= f(x0)Dg + g(x0)Df.

ThusDeî)^, soßeD. Q.E.D.

9. Point derivations on Lip (X, d). We now investigate the structure of the

space of point derivations T)x on Lip (X, d) for points x e X. We give three

characterizations of î)x,the first in terms of cluster points of certain sequences

of functionals, the second in terms of Banach limits, and the third in terms of the

Stone-Cech compactification of a certain space. The first two treatments hold in

any metric space (X, d),but for the third we require (X, d) to be compact. S. B.

Myers stated the first two results, Theorems 9.3 and 9.5, for compact (X, d) in

[11]. The three descriptions of T)x are similar in nature and all depend on the

same basic facts; namely, (a) X>x is the orthogonal complement of M(x)2 © C,

(b) for Lip(X, d) the ideals M(x)2 and J(x) are the same,and (c) by Theorem 5.1,

the functions fej(x) are those which satisfy/(x) = 0 and

\f(s) - f(t) | ld(s, t) - 0 as (s, i) -> (x, x).

Fix the point xeX. We assume x is not isolated; otherwise 35x= {0} by Prop-

osition 8.5. Let W denote the product space X x X with the diagonal removed;

that is, W = {(s, t) :s,teX,s # /}. Let Wx denote the set of all sequences {(x„, y„)}

from W which converge to (x, x). In other words, Wx is the set of all sequences

{(x„, y„)} of pairs of points from X such that x„ =£ y„, all n, and x„ -» x, yn -> x

in (X, d).

To each element {(x„, y„)} of Wx we associate the sequence {</>„} of bounded

linear functionals on Lip (X, d) where <j>„ is defined by

(9.1) </•„(/) = [/CO - f(ynï]ld(xn, y„),        fe Lip (X, d).

Clearly | <¡>„(f) | é ||/||<f- Thus if || • ||* denotes the norm in the dual space

Lip(X, d)*,we have

KI*-tup{|«f)|:|/Ul}ál.

That is, the sequence {<p„} lies in the unit sphere S* of Lip (X, d)*.

Let í>x denote the collection of all weak* cluster points of the set of all sequences

{4>„} defined by (9.1) as {(x„, yj} varies over Wx. Clearly 0>x c S*. And since S*

is compact in the weak* topology, the set Ox is nonempty.

Lemma 9.1. Ox c î)x.

Proof. Suppose D e $x. Then D is a weak* cluster point of a sequence {<j)„}

given by (9.1) in terms of an element {(x„, y„)} of Wx. Let {<t>„y} be a subnet of

{(/>„} which converges to D in the weak* topology. Let {(x„v, yBy)} be the corre-

sponding subnet of {(x„, y„)}. Then for any /and g in Lip(X, d),
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Dfg = lim</>„ y(fg) = lim[g(xnv)</)nT(/) +f(yHy)4>.,(g)-]

= g(x) lim <bny(f) + f(x) lim 4>ny(g)

= g(x)Df+f(x)Dg.

Hence DeX),. Q.E.D.

Proposition 9.2. There exists a nontrivial point derivation on Lip(X, d) at

each nonisolated point of(X, d).

Proof. If x is notisolated, let x„ -»• x and xn ± x, all «.Then {(x„, y„)} = {(x„, x)}

is an element of Wx and the sequence {</>„} is given by (9.1) with yn — x, all n.

Define g on X by g(t) = d(t, x), t e X, truncating if necessary, so that g e Lip (X, d).

Then (¡>„(g) = 1 for all sufficiently large n. If D is any weak* cluster point of {</>„},

then Dg = 1. Hence D is a nontrivial point derivation at x. Q.E.D.

We now form the weak* closure of the linear subspace of Lip (X, d)* spanned

by <bx; call this spiOJ. Since X)* is a weak* closed linear subspace of Lip (X, d)*

by Proposition 8.2, and since G>x <z X)x by Lemma 9.1, it follows that sp(Ox) c T)x.

We now show that the reverse inclusion holds.

Theorem 9.3. sp(OJ = T>x; that is, the space of point derivations T>x on

Lip(X,d) at the point xeX is the weak* closure of the linear space spanned

by®x.

Proof. The inclusion sp (<S>X) => X), remains to be proved. Let

X>i   ={fe Lip (X, d) : Df = 0 all D e X>x}

be the orthogonal complement of X)x in Lip (X, d). Similarly, let sp (OJ-1 denote

the orthogonal complement of sp (Ox) in Lip (X, d). Then the inclusion

sp (<t>x) => X)x is equivalent to the inclusion

(9.2) spiO.f cz X£ .

We know X)i = M(x)2 © C = J(x) © C from Proposition 9.4 and Theorem 5.2.

To prove (9.2) suppose/^ X>i. Then since f$J(x) we have from Theorem 5.1

that there exists an £ > 0 such that for each n there exists points x„ and y„ in

S(x, 1/n), the sphere of radius 1/n centered at x, such that x„ ^ yn and

\f(xtt)-f(yn)\ld(xn,y„)^e.

As n -* oo, the sequence {(x„,y„)} converges to (x, x) and

liminf|/fa)-/(^)|   ^£
d(x„, y„)

Then any weak* cluster point D of the sequence {<p„} where {tf>„} is defined in

terms of {(x„, y„)} by (9.1) is in O, and Df ^ 0. Hence f^sp^^ and the in-

clusion (9.2) is established. Q.E.D.
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Remark.   We observe here that X)x is not spanned by the weak* cluster points

of sequences {<f>„} where </>„ is of the form

(9.3) ^j^JJ^fl^L,      /eLip(X,d),

where x„ -* x and x„ # x, all n. That is, sequences of functionals defined by only a

single sequence of points converging to x are inadequate to obtain all of î)x.

Thus strict analogy with the definition of derivative of a function is not good

enough to describe all point derivations at x. This can be seen by considering the

function/(x)=x2sin(l/x), x#0, /(0) = 0, in Lip 1. Details are left to the reader.

Let m denote the Banach space of all bounded sequences {x„} of complex

numbers with sup norm. A Banach limit, LIM( • ), is a bounded linear functional

on m satisfying

(1) LIM(ax + ßy) = a LIM(x) + ß LIM(y) for all x,y e m and complex num-

bers a, ß.

(2) If x„ = 1, all n, then LIM({x„}) = 1.

(3) If x„ = 0, all n, then LIM({x„}) = 0.

(4) LIM({xn+1})=LIM({x„}), all {x„}em.

From these properties it is easy to deduce the further properties

(5) If lim x„ = a, then LIM({x„}) = a.

(6) If lim x„ = a and {y„} em, then LIM({x„y„}) = a LIM({y„}).

Let x be a nonisolated point of (X, d). Each element w = {(x„,y„}) of Wx

induces a mapping w of Lip(.Y, d) into m defined by

Mf) = {[/(x„) -/(y„)] /d(x„,y„)},      fe LipiX, d).

Clearly,   || w(f) ||œ = \\f\\d, so that the mapping   is   norm decreasing, hence

continuous. It is also clear that w is a linear mapping.

Lemma 9.4.   Let LIM( • ) be a Banach limit.   Then for each   w e Wx,  the

bounded linear functional Dw on Lip(X, d) defined by

(9.4) Dwf=LlM(w(f)),      feLip(X,d)

is a point derivation at x.

Proof.   It is clear that DK is bounded and linear. Let f,ge Lip(Z, d). Then

Dwfg = LIM(w(fg))

\l       d(xn,yn) If

= LIM((/(x„)^Ä + g(yn) f&£m)
\( d(xn,y„) d(xn,y„)    ))

= /(x) UM(w(g)) + g(x) LM(w(f))

- fix) Dwg + g(x) DJ,
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by properties (1) and (6) of LIM( • ) and the fact that / and g are continuous.

Hence DweT)x. Q.E.D.

Let Bx denote the set of all such Dw defined on Lip(X,d) by (9.4) as w varies

over Wx and where LIM( • ) is a fixed Banach limit. By Lemma 9.4, B^eX)*.

Let sp(Bx) denote the weak* closure of the linear subspace of Lip(Z, d)* spanned

byB,.

Theorem 9.5.   sp(BJ = X)x.

Proof. Since X)x is a weak* closed subspace of Lip(X,d)* and BxcX)x, we

have sp(Bx) c X)x.

To show the reverse inclusion we can again show sp(Bx)± <=X>X as in the

proof of Theorem 9.3. For iff^T)x, then it is possible to select a we Wx such

that Dwf=£ 0 (this uses property (2) of LIM( • )). The details are the same as for

the proof of Theorem 9.3 and are omitted. Q.E.D.

We proceed to the third and last characterization of X)x. (X,d) is now assumed

to be compact. The Stone-Cech compactification of W = X x X — {(x,x): xeX}

will be denoted by ßW. Since (X, d) is compact the compactification of W occurs

(crudely speaking) along the removed diagonal. It will be shown that each of the

points in ßW — W determines a point derivation on Lip(X,d), and all point

derivations can be obtained from these.

First we need a lemma about ßW. It states that each w e ßW— W "sits above"

some point x e X.

Lemma 9.6. Suppose the net {wx}, where wx = (xx,yx)e W, converges to

weßW— W. Then the nets {xx} and {yx} converge in (X,d) to the same point

xeX.

Proof. The compactness of (X, d) implies the existence of cluster points of

the nets {xa} and {yx}; choose cluster points x and y respectively. Then there

exists a subnet {w'x} of {wx} such that wx,xx,y'x converge to w, x, y respectively.

And since we ßW— W,v/e must have x = y. Finally, the point x must be unique;

that is, there can be no other cluster point of the nets {xx} or {yx}. To see this,

suppose x" ^ x were a cluster point of {xx}. Then arguing as above, we can find

another subnet {(xx.y'x)} of {wx} such that x"a-*x" and y"x^x" in (X,d). But

every bounded continuous function f on W can be extended to a continuous

function Of on ßW. Then

(9.5) (6f)(w) = limf(x:,y:) =  \imf(x'x,y'x).

Define /on If by f(u,v) = d(u,x), (u,v)e W. Then / is a bounded continuous

function on W and from (9.5) we get d(x,x) = d(x",x). This contradicts the

assumption that x # x".
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Hence, the nets {xx} and {yj each have only one cluster point x in (X,d) and

therefore must converge to x. Q.E.D.

Let C(W) denote the space of bounded continuous functions on W with sup

norm || • ||»r. Each feC(W) has a unique extension 6feC(ßW) and

\\fjw = || 9f\\ßw. Thus C(W) = C(ßW); that is, the two spaces are isometrically

isomorphic. For each fe Lip (X,d) we define f*eC(W) by

f*(x,y) = [/(x) -/(y)]/d(x,y),       (x,y) e W.

Since ||/* 1^= \\f\\d = ||/1|, the mapping/^/* fromLip(X,d) into C(W) is
continuous.

Now from Lemma 9.6 we obtain a partition of ßW— W. Since W is dense in

ßW, we can select a net {wx} from ^converging to w e ßW— W.Then wx = (xx,ya)

and the nets {xx} and {ya} converge to some xw in (X, d). This point xw is inde-

psndent of the choice of net {wx} from W. For each x £ X, let il, = {w e /?rV— W:

xw = x}. Then the collection of Qx for x e X is a partition of ßW— W. Each Qx

is the set of points in ßW — If which "sit above" the point xeX.

Lemma 9.7. Let xeX and weil,.. Define the functional D on Lip(X, d) by

(9.6) Df=(9f*)(w),        feLip(X,d).

Then D e ^x.

Proof. That D is a bounded linear functional is clear. We must show that D

satisfies the product rule. Choose a net {wx} from W converging to w in ßW.

Let wx = (xx, ya). Then xa -> x and yx -» x in (X, d). Since each /e Lip (X, d) is

continuous we have/(xa)->/(x) andf(yx) ->f(x). Hence, for any/, gin Lip (X, d)

Dfg = (0(/g)*)(w) = lim(0(/g)*)(wJ

= lim(/g)*(wj

= lim[g(xI)/*(wa)+/(ytI)g*(wa)]

= g(x)lim(Ö/*)(wa) +/(x)lim(Ög*)(wJ

= g(x)(0f*)(w)+f(x)(6g*)(w)

= g(x)Df+f(x)Dg.

Thus DeDx. Q.E.D.

Now let t/rx be the set of all point derivations D of the form (9.6) for weñx.

Let sp (i¡/x) be the weak* closure of the linear space spanned by \j/x.

Theorem 9.8. Dx = spi^).

Proof. It must be shown that sp (i¡/x) => T)x, which is equivalent to showing

that the orthogonal complements in Lip (X, d) satisfy sp (^^ c î)x. As in the
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proof of Theorem 9.3 if/£sp(^x)x, then f $ J(x), so that there exists an £ >0

and a sequence {(xn,y„)} in W such that x„->x, yn-*x, and |/*(x„,.y„)| 2; e

for all n. The sequence {(xn,y„)} must have a cluster point w in /W since /Wis

compact. It is easily seen that the point w must be in ßW - Wand in fact, w e £2X.

Then defining D by (9.6) we obtain a De X)x with D/^ 0. Thus ffX)x and

the proof is complete. Q.E.D.

As an application of the theory of point derivations, we now give a charac-

terization of weak sequential convergence in Lip(X,d) for compact (X,d).

This is of interest since very little is known about the Banach space properties

of Lip (X, d). The theory of point derivations may play an important role in future

work along these lines.

Theorem 9.9. Let (X,d) be compact and let f,fn, n = 1,2, —, be elements

of Lip(X, d). The sequence {/„} converges weakly to f if and only if the set

{/„} is bounded in Lip(X,d) and

(l)fn(x)-+f(x),allxeX,

(2) Dfn^Df,allDeT>,
where  X) = (J-A-

Proof. The necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, consider the sequence

{0/*} in C(ßW). It is clearly bounded. If we W, then (0/„*)(w) =/*(w)->/*(w)

= (0/*)(w)from (1). If w e ßW - W, then by Lemma 9.7, we get (0/*)(w) -> (6f*)(w)

from (2). Hence, the sequence {0/*} converges pointwise in C(ßW) to 0/*.

But this implies by [5, p. 265] that 0/„* -> Of* weakly in C(ßW). Since C(W)

= C(ßW), we have/* -►/* weakly in C(W).

Now fix a point x0eX. Instead of the usual norm in Lip(X,d), we shall use

the norm || • |j' defined by ||/||' = |/(x0) | 4- \\f\\d. It is easily verified that || • ¡'

is a Banach space norm for Lip(X, d) which is equivalent to the usual norm.

With the norm || • ||', the closed subspace M(x0) = {/eLip(X,d):/(x0) = 0} is

isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of C(W) under the mapping/->/*. Hence,

the sequence {/„— /(x0)} converges weakly to /—/(x0) in M(x0). But since

Lip(X, d) = M(x0)©C, and since /„(x0) ->/(x0) from (1), we see that /„->/

weakly in Lip(X,d). Q.E.D.

For the remainder of the section the metric space (X, d) will be assumed com-

pact. We now look at the relation between point derivations on Lip(X,d) and

functions in lip(X,d). Let us first consider the case X = [0,1] and d(x,y)

= | x — y |; i.e., Lip 1. If/e Lip 1 and if D/= 0 for all point derivations D, then

f'(x) = 0 for almost all x. Since functions in Lip 1 are absolutely continuous,

this implies that /is constant. More generally, we have the following.

Proposition 9.10. Let (X,d) be compact and let feLip(X,d).Thenfelip(X,d)

if and only if D/=0/or all point derivations D on Lip(X,d).
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Proof. Let/elip(X,d) and xeX. Let {(x„,y„)} be any element of Wx; i.e.,

x„ ^ y„ for all n, and (x„,y„)-*(x,x). Then d(x„,y„)-+0, so by definition of

lip(X,d),/(x„,y„)-+0 as «-> oo. Hence, by Theorem 9.3, Df= 0 for all De£)x.

Now suppose/^ lip(X,d). Then there exists an e > 0 and a sequence {(x„,y„)}

such that d(x„,y„)->0, x„ ̂  y„ all n, and

(9.7) |/*(*», yJ|>«

for all n. Since (X,d) is compact there exists an xeX and a subsequenc

{(x„k,y„k)} converging to (x,x). To this subsequence, an element of Wx, we may

correspond a point derivation D at x by Lemma 9.1. For this D we have from

(9.7) that D/yo. Q.E.D.
For each closed subset K of (X, d) let QK denote the weak* closure of the

linear subspace spanned by {JxeKT)x. Then the above proposition states that

\ip(X,df =3>x.

As a consequence of this it follows from a familiar Banach space theorem [5, p. 72]

that

[Lip(X,d)/lip(X,d)]* = lip(X,d)± = Dx.

We now turn to the ideal theory of Lip(X,d) and the relation between ideals

and point derivations. First we shall use point derivations to construct some

simple counter-examples.

It was shown in §5 that every closed subspace of Lip(X, d) between J(x) and

M(x) is a closed primary ideal. We now show that this does not extend beyond

primary ideals. The following example shows that if K contains two points, at

least one of which is nonisolated, then there exists a closed subspace between J(K)

and M(K) which is not an ideal. Let x,y e K, x # y, and assume x is nonisolated.

Choose point derivations DxeT)x and D2eT)y and assume DxjtO. Set B

= {/eLip(X,d):/(K) = 0, (Dx +D2)f=0}. Then B is clearly a closed linear

subspace between J(K) and M(K), but B is not an ideal.

The next example shows that there exist ideals in Lip(X, d) which are not

self-adjoint (i.e., closed under complex conjugation). Let Dx and D2 be nonzero

elements of T>x for some xeX, and assume Dx not proportional to D2. Set

£ = {/: (Dx + iD2)f= 0, f(x) = 0}. Then £ is a closed primary ideal at x. If

/= m + iv belongs to £, then a computation shows that Dxu = D2v and D2u

= — Dxv. If also f=u — iv belongs to E, then Dxu = — D2v and D2u = Dxv.

This implies that Dxu = D2u = 0 and Dxv = D2v = 0. But there clearly exists an

/= u + iv such that/eE while Z^/^O, so that either DjU^O or DiV^O.

Thus £ is not self-adjoint.

We now relate primary ideals and primary components of ideals to the theory

of point derivations. Let J be a closed ideal in Lip(X, d) with K as hull. For each

xeK we associate with / a set of point derivations:
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X)X(I) = {Deî)x: Df= 0, all fei} = Jx n!Dx.

Plainly T>X(I) is a weak* closed linear subspace of T>x.

Also for each weak* closed linear subspace H of X)x we associate the set

1(H) = {/:/(x) = 0, Df = 0 all D e H} = M(x) O H"1-.

Clearly /(//) is a closed linear subspace of Lip(X,d). Since Hcî)x, we have

H1- => Dx = J(x) © C. Hence, /(//) is a closed subspace of Lip(X,d) which is

between J(x) and M(x), so that by Theorem 5.3,1(H) is a closed primary ideal at x.

Proposition 9.11. Let I be a closed ideal in Lip(X,d) with hull K. Then

for each x eK, the primary component of I at x is Ix = IÇ£)X(I)).

Proof. We must show that Ix is the smallest closed primary ideal at x containing

I. It has been noted above that Ix is a closed primary ideal at x, and clearly I <=. Ix.

It remains to show that Ix is the smallest such ideal. Suppose /' is a closed primary

ideal at x such that IcV clx, and suppose that /' + IX. Let felx — I'. Then

by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a bounded linear functional D on

Lip(X, d) such that Df ^ 0 and D = 0 on /' © C. Since V is primary at x, /' => J(x).

Hence, D = 0 on J(x)© C, so that D eî)x (/). Since DfV 0, this contradicts the

definition of Ix. Q.E.D.

It has been conjectured that Lip(X,d) has the ideal intersection property;

that is, for every closed ideal I we have / = p)xsK/^ where K is the hull of I.

This may be expressed in terms of point derivations as follows. Let

D(J) = (J^D.i/). If/e I, then Df = 0 for all D e £(/). The ideal / will equal the
intersection of its primary components if the facts that/= 0 on K and Df=0

for all D e %>(I) imply that/e L Thus the ideal intersection property can be recast

to state that each closed ideal I is characterized by the vanishing of its elements

on a subset K of X together with the annihilation of its elements by a certain set

of point derivations. Formally, we can state the conjecture as follows.

Conjecture. Let / be a closed ideal in Lip(X, d) with hull K. Then/e / if and

only if/ = 0 on K and Df = 0 for all D e T)(J).

For closed primary ideals in Lip(X, d) such a characterization is valid. To each

closed primary ideal at x, there corresponds the weak* closed subspace £)x(I) of

T)x; and conversely, to each weak* closed subspace H of T>x there corresponds the

closed primary ideal 1(H) at x. That is, there is a one-one correspondence between

closed linear subspaces lying between J(x) and M(x) and weak* closed subspaces

of 3)x. Thus the functions fel are characterized by their vanishing at x together

with a certain collection of point derivations at x vanishing at / In this sense,

the ideal structure of Lip(X, d) is analogous to that of C"(0,1) where each closed

primary ideal is characterized by the functions in it vanishing at a certain point x

together with derivatives at the point vanishing up to a certain order.
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